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Rules of the game
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Punto banco 2000 – simple to learn,
exciting to play! The perfect table
game for beginners.

ESSENTIALS
OF THE GAME
Aim of the game

Punto banco 2000 is played with six 52-card packs.
Players can stand or sit at the table to take part.
The aim of the game is to reach a maximum of 9
points with a minimum of two and a maximum of
three cards.
Players can decide whether to back the banco
(banker’s) hand or the punto (player’s) hand, or bet
on a tie. The cards are drawn for the two hands as
follows:
The first and third cards go to the punto hand
and the second and fourth cards to the banco
hand. If the first two cards of the punto or banco
hand have a value of 8 or 9, no more cards may be
drawn.
If the total value of the two cards is lower than 8 or
9, extra cards are drawn according to the rules. At
the end of the game, the croupier announces the
total value of both the punto and the banco hands.

If the banco hand has a higher value than the punto
hand, the banco hand wins. If the punto hand has a
higher value than the banco hand, the punto hand
wins. If both hands have the same value, the round
is a draw and all bets placed on a tie are paid out.
Bets on punto and banco remain unchanged; they
can be withdrawn or modified. The croupier manages
the game and is responsible for collecting and paying
out bets.

BANCO

PUNTO

TIE wins 8 to 1

The table

PLAYING CARDS

The value of the cards

Cards between 2 and 9 are counted at face value.
The 10, jack, queen and king count as 0. Aces count
as 1 point. If the total points of the two (or three)
cards is a double-digit number, only the unit digit
is counted.

Jack (0) + a three (3) = 3

A nine (9) + a
five (5) = 14,
but because we only count
the unit digit = 4

A six (6) + a
four (4) = 10,
but because we only count
the unit digit = 0

OUTCOMES

Rules for drawing cards
PUNTO

has 2 cards with a total value of

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Punto is dealt a third card.
6, 7

Punto is NOT dealt a third card.

8, 9	Neither punto nor banco are
dealt a third card.

BANCO

has 2 cards with a total value of

0, 1, 2

Banco is dealt a third card.

3	
Banco is dealt a third card, provided
that punto’s third card is not worth
8 points.
4	Banco is dealt a third card, provided
that punto’s third card is not worth
0, 1, 8 or 9 points
5	Banco draws a third card if punto has
6 or 7 points (“no card”), or if punto’s
third card is worth 4, 5, 6 or 7 points.
6	Banco receives a third card if punto’s
third card is worth 6 or 7 points..
7

Banco is NOT dealt a third card.

8, 9	Neither punto nor banco are dealt a
third card.

PAYOUTS

Punto (player) pays out 1 to 1
Banco (banker) pays out 1 to 1
A ‘tie’ pays out 8 to 1

GENERAL
INFORMATION
The Casino’s experienced staff are responsible for
ensuring that players observe the current rules of
play. If you have any queries, please do not hesitate
to ask the Duty Manager. We continually strive to
make sure that your evening is a memorable occasion and your visit is as enjoyable as possible.

It is an international custom to leave a small part
of your winnings – as much as you feel is appropriate – for the casino staff. The wages for the casino staff are paid from the so-called „Cagnotte“
according to statutory provisions. This is not a
personal tip for the croupier. We kindly request
that you dress smartly. We are always pleased to
receive feedback and suggestions for improving
our services. Should you wish to give any feedback, please contact the Duty Manager.

Have fun & play your game!
Valid within the scope of the
Casino and Gambling Regulations:
Subject to change without notice.
The Management’s decision is final.
For details of exact restrictions,
please refer to the rules of the game,
approved by the Liechtenstein Casinos
Commission, that are displayed in
CASINO SCHAANWALD.
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AUSTRIA

LIECHTENSTEIN

Casino
Schaanwald
Vorarlbergerstrasse 210
9486 Schaanwald
Liechtenstein
Tel +423 238 2777
willkommen@das-casino.li
www.das-casino.li

Follow us

facebook.com/
casino.schaanwald

Opening hours
Sun–Thurs:
11 a.m. to 3 a.m.
Fri & Sat:
11 a.m. to 4 a.m.
Restaurant:
6 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Slot machine
area open
from 11 a.m.
Table game
area open
from 4 p.m.

